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1. Conservation ofm docuentC/Ts E/P/C. /3d E/PC 'jt/6/W../w _45

The Committee considered document E/P./T/C06/38,aconnginiwn the

texts of Articlea 42 end 43, as tentatively d reeal at the 12t and. 13th

meetings of the Committee. Reggrdin_the notes on Article 40, on pages

5 and 6 of this documene,Dthf Ielegate for France requested that on

page 5, article 40,graraCzaph 1, folith Jbne, the "ord. support" be changed

to "acquiescence" because the latter reflected more corr ctly' rthe Fench

word "assistance".

ThegDeleate for tihe UKingdomzgdCM requested the following chance

on page 6, third line from ope dCp: "own behalfn r or, behalf of any

affected. person,..." corresponding to Article 40, (United Kingdom

suggesting) as recorded in the minutes of the 12th Meeting.

ommi Ccmittee approved in second reading the texts of Articles 42

and 43, as reproduced in document E/PC/T/C.6/38 with the corrections

requested by theg Deleates for Fraance nd, the Unitegdo Kindm.

The Australi-an rearranngemet of Article 40 as contained in document

TE/PC/W,C.6 45 'was referred toLhe teDraftingfdng Sob-Ccmmittee and the

Delegates for France and. Canada reserved their position in respect of 'this

rrangement entdpnn~considerationofo o documE/Pe/T/nt /CC.6W.45 by the

LvaDrafting Sub-Committee

The ommittee passed, then to the discussion of Chapter V11 of the

proposed ITO Charter.

/2. Conideration g of
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2. Consideration of Article 46

The CHAIRMAN stated that the Secretariat had issued a draft of

Article 46 and asked the Executive Secretary to present it. The Executive

Secretary, Mr. LACARTE, explained that the aim of the Secretariat was to

focus attention on substance and to do away with the redundancies in the

London text. The new draft contained only changes in form and presentation,

not altering the substance to any great degree.

The Delegate from the Netherlands stated that the text as it stood

was the result of exhaustive discussions in London and that he was in favour

of maintaining it in its present form.

The Delegate from Cuba agreed with theDelegate from the Netherlands,

and stated that the world"relationship " had a specific technical meaning

in the context. He agreed nevertheless, that certain unnecessary words

should be taken out.

The Delegates from Canada and Australia supported the Delegates from

the Netherlands and from Cuba

The Delegate for Belgium stated that it had been agreed by the Legal

Drafting Sub-Committee to keep the words "Members recognize that" in other

chapters of the Charter. He, therefore, suggested that these words remain

in Article46.

TheDelegationfrom the United Kingdom also preferred the London text

and pointed out that in one place the Secretariat draft reversed cause

and effect.

The CHAIRMANstated that the test of Article 46 should remainthe

same in substance, but as to drafting points the suggestion of the

United States Delegate and the Secretariat would be incorporated.

3. Consideration of Article 47

-The CHAIRMAN stated that three suggestions had been made concerning

this Article: by the United States, by Cuba and by the Secretariat.

/(a) United States
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(a) United States proposal on delegationofparagraphs5and 6
(E/PC/T/C.6/W.46)

As to paragraph 5, the United States Delegate stated that as all

conservation arrangements involve regulation, the principles pertaining

to regulatory agreements should apply, and, in his opinion, they were not

formulated in Chapter VII to include conservation arrangements.

The Delegate from the Netherlands stated that paragraphs 5 and 6

should be considered together; a shortage in a particular commodity

often leads to a surplus in the future, because of over-investment, and

the United States agreed that regulatory agreements might be concluded

for commodities in short supply, when it consented to include in Article 52,

paragraph 1, .the words: "is expected to develop". Furthermore, the

Preparatory Commission of FAO endorsed the objectives laid down in

Article 47 and in view of their importance and precisely on the suggestion

of the United States Delegate, incorporated the texts of Articles 46 and 47

in its Report. It is one of the functions of FAO to make recommendations

in the field of agricultural policy, including questions relating to the

conservation of resources. Should paragraphs 5 and 6 be deleted, the FAO

would have to revise its Charter.

The FAO Observer supported the views expressed by the Delegate from

the Netherlands and stated that the Preparatory Commission of FAO had

endorsed all six objectives of Article 47. The FAO report emphasizes the

fact that the present danger, is the holding back of the necessary expansion

of consumption because of the fear of a future surplus. The present tendency

is to play for safety and not expand production fast enough. The FAO report

clearly .recognizes that arrangements for calling regulatory action

(establishment of price floors and ceilings stocks) could be made for

commoditieswhich are presently in short supply. It is for this reason

that FAO has recommended the creation of a Study, Group to deal with grain,

a commodity which there is presently shortage.
/The Delegate
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The Delegate from the Netherlands stated that a Rice Study

Group and a Conference are being planned with the intention of

expending the consumption and trade in this commodity. It is

only arrangements dealing solely with allocation problems which

are excluded from the scope of Chapter VII.

The Delegate for Canada pointed out that to exclude

paragraph 5 or 6 might limit the scope of possible agreements and

therefore, these paragraphs should remain.

The Delegates for Australia, Belgium and Czechoslovakia agreed

with the Canadian viewpoint.

The Delegate for India stated that the two clauses were

discordant with the rest of the Article, but are essential, and should

therefore be kept.

The Delegates for Cuba and the United Kingdom agreed with the

United States in the deletion of paragraphs 5 and 6.

The CHAIRMAN concluded, that the two paragraphs should be

maintained, even though the wording of paragraph 6 be clarified.

(b) Discussion of the Secretariat paper (E/PC/T/C.6/W.51)

The Executive Secretary stated that his idea was to include

Paragraph 1 in the preamble, and that in order to clarify the text,
~~~~~~.1 * * .*.,'- 1'^' -.'

paragraphs 5 and 6 could become each a sub-paragraph. of a second paragraph

ann Article 47 introduced by the words: 'ComsdOiti arangements may

also be emplo ed. to". He also proposed the deletion of the second. part

of paragraph 4..

T>e Delegate of the United Kingdom was of the opinion that the

wors "long-te m equilibrium" in paragraph 4 should not be deleted..
The Delegates from the Netherlands and the United. States

agreed with the United Kingdom Delegate.

Tmie Execat ve Secretary suggested; that the text then ight re-d-

asCfollowa "to stabilize the price of a primary commodity at or

about the level ,,,

Is>. r-l-
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The Delegate for the United States stated that the aim was

not to stabilize; but

TheDelegate forCubato the merging ofparagraph 1Cua.ar .

I-

graphs 5 pr amNe am o-.# aettin ;.ayttof pamgrap1.s5,and. 6 front

the restot-the Artic~e. . _ ., - -

(c) Cuban draft ofrapaoh .; -: . ..

The Delegate-or.uba, stated that the purpose of the Oubanidra±.t
as to ake iexliqit -the, idea contained .implicity in.Taragaph .

4 and recopfi FAO as one of the purposes. of a cowodity agreemnt,-

.naely, -rioe. stablil1zatio - . - '.

~-~e.-.oi. <n4on.of. the Unzted Z.Kngadpj De.e-ates. -the Quba~z ',prgatio1
under-emphasized the consumerst approach. *. -

Tq _Qnadirs Delegate proposed to add. to~the Cuibsn draft/:the.foloving

wod:r- <s~llhput unfatrnees to.consumers".- .Tv-the questionn of the 2-''-

- i-iai. as .,to Vwethex, thi. was. 'aceeptable to the Comitteer the-.

United States Meligate answered that .it as not. The whold

ChapAer, IrL a opinion, -as-aimed at.te protection of

the mp6 ere tend the section relating.-to. the protection of.

con~mets i7as-_oniL;y 8s :.,¢.. ; .., . - .-' -..* .' _- -. ,-

The Melgitn me'aega.e stated that long-term equilibrium prices are,

e-~S]fl-i1eQflnrtwrati~rve. prices -for.xthe producerss. -.;-. ..* -,.

h. Cuan ;.aIzTeth'ersIass -.elecatoes -.emphasized the fact tbat, .

due to. te9.;ia:dkte .lalteri2Eivie empioynt, a: country might.hve to .,.

6 o0pr-o.oingl c wibcb--Lt.-v-. .

The TDeiaates for Brazl2, Canada and CZeohosiO'aB sUpprtie.. -. .r'
as;rtht! d. KinedCubaz--ftdztib,-*lersae ±.he >legate from thi ted E

epee(a ±fsxneorthe nc iet-

'no;eV; --

C+ ,:-.

-.*S.
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The CHAIRMAN ended the discussion by saying that the Cuban

amendment will be included in the text of Article 41 between square

brackets. It was also decided to leave paragaphs 5 and 6 as they

stood and the Legal Drafting Sub-Committee was instructed. to improve

the Article only from the drafting point of view,

4. Considerationof Article 48

(a) The CHAIRMAN referred to the draft of the United States Delegation
proposing to strike out -.he word "primary'.

The Cuban Deleate felt that this was an important substantive

change and would allow, the inclusion of the manufactured products within

the scope of commodity arragements.

The United StatesfDelegate explained that the aim of this deletion

was only to allow the Study Group to consider semi-fabricated or substitute

products in order to determine whether special circumstances existed. After

some discussion it was decided to leave the word "primary "in,

(b) Consideration of the Australian suggestion (E/PC/T/C.6/W.49)
The Delegate of China considered. that the inclusion of specialized

agencies on the same terms as Member countries constituted a substantive

change.

The Cuban Delegate stated that there had been a great deal of discussion

on this subject in London and that the article as it now stands expresses

the opinion of the London Committee. The jurisdictional relationships

of Members and specialized agencies respectively had been defined in

London. He opposed any change.

The FAO Observer supported the Australian formulation of Article 48

but wanted, at the same time to retain Article 50. He stated that The

World Food. Proposals assigned to FAO the task of co-ordinating world

agricultural policies, and this would necessitate a greater degree of

co-operation between FAO and ITO than provided. in the London Charter.

/After some
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After some discussion the Australian Delegate withdrew his suggestion,

and it was decided to maintain the London text of Article 48,while the small
drafting changes would be dealt with by the Legal Drafting Sub-Committee .

5. Consideration of Article 49.

The committee as a whole was of the opinion that paragraph 3 of the

Article should either be amended as proposed by the United States or

deleted altogether. It was finally agreed to delete it. Otherwise the

London text was maintained.

6. Consideration of Article 50.

The FAO Observer proposed an alteration in the text which would entitle

FAO to attend or take part in the work of a Study Group or a Commodity
conference.

The Cuban Delegate was of the opinion that the text should remain

unchanged,

On the suggestion of the Canadian Delegate it was decided that the

relationship between FAO and ITO should be dealt with by special negotiation

between the two Organizations, after ITO is established.

7. Consideration of Article 51, as Redrafted by the United States Delegate.
Paragraph 1: The Delegate from Cuba objected to the change of the word

"initially" to "for an initial period".

The CHAIRMANagreed with the Cuban Delegate and it was decided to keep

the word initially," and delete the words '"party thereto".

Paragraph 2: Was agreed.

Paragraph 3: (Article 53, paragraph 2 of the London Charter). The

Cuban Delegate expressed his agreement with the change in place, but

preferred to maintain the text as in the London draft.

The Delegate of the United States stated that the reason for

interchangingthe paragraphs (i.e., including paragraphs 2 and 3 of

.Article ,5 of the London draft into Article 51 and transferring
paragraphs 3 amd 4 of the London text to Article 53) was that the protection

of consumers was required only in regulatory agreements and not in other

/arrangements
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arrangements. In non-regulatorycommodity arrangements the representation

of producers is of importance, but in regulatory agreements the important
considerations are the protection of consumers and their equal representation.

It was agreed, with Canada reserving its position, to keep paragraph 2

of Article 53 of the London Charter as it stood and to transfer it to

Article51.

Paragraph4: (Paragraph 3 of Article 53 of the London text) was agreed.

Paragraph 5: (Pararaph 3 of Article 51 of the London text) was agreed.

Paragraph 6: (Paragraph 5 of Article 51 of the London text) was agreed.
Paragraph 7: On the suggestion of the Executive Secretary it was

decide to replace the words "full publicity " by "due publicity".
The Executive Secretary called the attention of the Committeeto the

Position of non-Members of ITO in commodity arrangements and to the text

of the London Report in this connection, stating that "the Drafting
Committee should specify arrangements under Chapter Vll as a exception
to the operation of Article 36." It was agreed to postpone this question
until the second session of the Preparatory Committee, when the text

of Article 36 willbe drafted, and It was further agreed to insert a note
to this effect in the report of the Drafting Committee.

The Committeeadjourned until 7 February at 10:30 a.m.


